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SUMMARY
Ruhrgas tested Bopp & Reuther vortex shedding rre ters at its Lintorf high-
pressure flow metering test rig and RvG ~1eBtechnik vortex shedding meters
at field stations 'Iklerethese were installed in series with turbine meters.
This paper reviews the results of these tests.
The work has shown that vortex meters type-approved in the Federal
Republ ic of Gennany are not yet fit for custody transfer metering. At Ruhr-
gas meter ing 5tations. they are. for th is reason, on Iy ut iiized as check
rreters.

1 • I N"T'RD...CT ICN

Vortex flow meters may be instal led at sales gas metering stations in lieu
of turbine meters. ~Ejor advantages of vortex meters are

no moving parts and therefore less maintenance,
sma I ler diameters than turbine meters for the same rated flow rate,
no hunting after sudden decreases in flow rates as is the case with
turbine meters and
better overload capabi 1 ities than turbine meters.

Manufacturers of vortex meters also mention the additional advantage of
low head loss, which is certainly a benefit of the meter itself. However,
since the type-approva I cert ifieate issued by Phys ika Iisch-Teehni sche
Bundesanstalt (PTB), the West German national flem measurerrent labora-
tory, spec i f ies

20 0 straight upstream piping incorporating a 2.5 0 tube bundle
flow straightener and
5 0 straight downstream piping,

the pressure drop across the vortex meter and the f low straightener is
simi lar to that across the turbine meter.
Vortex meters manufactured by ~ Mel3technik and by Bopp s Reuther
have been type-approved for use at custody transfer metering stations
in the Federal Republic of Germany.
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As PLlhrgas custcrners have increas ing Iy da-nanded the insta 1 J a t ion of
vortex meters a t sa Ies gas meter ing stat ions in the PLlhrgas pi pe line
system, PLlhrgas decided to study the high-pressure behavior of the meters
at its test rig and in the field.

The behavior of RvG vortex meters (in respect of long-term accuracy.
fai lure rates. maintenance requirements) has only been field tested by
Ruhrgas for same years at stations at which the vortex meters operate in
series with turbine meters. Pi lot Bopp & Reuther vortex meters were only
laboratory-tested at the Ruhrgas high-pressure test rig. but the proposed
field tests of these meters have been delayed, because of change in the
research and deve Iopnent management of Bopp s Reuther.

Thi s paper wi II di scuss

the laboratory tests of the pi lo t Bopp & Reuther vortex meter and

the field tests of the RMCvortex meter.

The laboratory tests were carried out at the Ruhrgas high-pressure test
rig in Lintorf, which is. among other things, used for test work for the
ESC and the European Gas Research Group (CERe). However, the test rig has
not been approved officially by the West Gennan Office of Weights and
Measures. The reference standards used at the Lintorf site are corner-tap
orifice plates. The meter runs incorporating the orifice plates were
ca J ibra ted a t the wa ter tes t fac iii ty operated by the De 1ft Hydrau I ics
Laboratory. The rig in Lintorf consists of 5 paral leI meter runs. The gas
is tapped frem a transmission I ine at a pressure of 47 bar and flows
through the test rig incorporated in the bypass system of a governor
station YA1ich reduces the transmission I ine pressure to the dO'M1strean
distribution system pressure of 8 bar. Meters can, therefore, be tested
at pressures between 8 and approx. 50 bar and at maxirrun fl()ill rates of
q = 120,000 m3/hr in winter and of q = 70,000 m3/hr in summer. The un-
cQrtainty of the Lintorf test rig nfor f low meter tests is approx.
+ 0.3 %.

Ruhrgas tested a pi lot ON 250, Bopp & Reuther vortex meter of a length
of 2 0 for a rated flow of q == 7,000 m3/h at its Untorf high-pressure
test rig.

The rreter was cal ibrated using 61 0 straight upstrean pi pmq length.
including Bopp & Reuther's 20 D straight upstream spoolpiece containing
the PTB-specified tube-bundle ftow straightener and Bopp & Reuther's 6 0
straight downstream piping length (see Fig. 1, Arrangement a).

For the cal lbration, the error of the vortex meter was detennined at a
pressure of 13 bar also used for all subsequent tests. but f low could
only be increased to approx. 40 % of the rre ter I s rrax imm flow rate as
the flow frem the transmission I ine to the distribution I ine was 1imited.

The cat ibration curve is a fairly horizontal I ine differing by approx.
+ 0.5 % frem the reference flow. if dov.nward-oriented peaks at 10 % and
14.7 % of the maximum flow rate are disregarded (see Fig. 2). The
W-shaped peak is explained by resonance as the frequency of the test
rig coincided with the frequency of vortex shedding. For such a
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resonance peak to occur in the ca Iibrat ion curve, the arrp Iitude 0 f the
test rig pressure pulsations must be approximately the same as the
amplitude of the vortex signal or substantially exceed half the amp Iitude
of the vortex signal.
A second test of the Bopp & Reuther WZ 250 vortex meter us ing 61 0
straight upstream piping, but not the tube-bundle flow straightener
required by PTB (see Fig. 1, Arrangement b), was carried out to examine
whether the flow straightener itself represents a flow disturbance. The
error curve (see Fig. 2) shows again a peak due to resonance at the same
flow rate, but the error is 0 % at I'TQrethan 16 ~ of the rraximrn flow
rate for which the vortex meter is designed.
These cal ibration tests have shown that the vortex meter and the
straight upstream piping together with flow straightener must be treated
as one package for cal ibration and field installation. The tube-bundle
f lows tra ightener 16 0 upstream frem the inIet of the vortex meter
disturbs the flow profi Ie. The disturbance is, of course, del iberate, but
the profile should be reproducible. In the case on hand, the disturbance
increased the error by + 0.5 %. Exper ience fran the EEC or ifice p Iate
programre iss imiIar , as a 4 D tube-bund Ie f lows tra ightener 22 0
upstrean fran the orifice plate (as required by ISO 5167) increased the
coefficient of discharge due to a more laminar flow profi Ie.
The tests a Iso showed that the tube-bund ref rQIN straightener does not
el iminate resonance effects due to the test rig frequency.
Further tests not discussed in detai I in this paper have derronstrated
that

the sensor taps should not be in the bottom part when measuring in
a gas pipe (condensate problems),
under non-resonance conditions, the error is not influenced by the
relative length of the two instrunent lines frern the taps to the
thermistor although the manufacturer had originally proposed to use
Iines of different length to make up for asvrrret r ies in the tap
configuration, and
a gate valve 61 0 upstream frem the vortex meter is the source of
major error (depending on the exact gate position), if the valve is
not fully open.

As the darrpening effect of the tube-bundle flON straightener on f low
fluctuations was very Iimited. the manufacturer produced a perforated
plate with 31 bores of a diareter equal to the plate thickness and
6 smaller bores (see Fig. 3) for additional tests. At atrrospheric
pressure, the f low straightening effect of the perforated plate fitted
10 D upstrean fran the vortex meter was at least as good as the effect
produced by the tube-b.Jndle flON straightener. ~hrgas installed the
perforated plate as shown by Fig. 3. The error of the perforated
plate/vortex meter package and the error of the tube-bundle flow
straightener/vortex meter package are compared in Fig. 4. ~rently, the
slopes of the resonance peak are less steep for the perforated plate. The
error for the package including the perforated plate was around 0 %.
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= approx. 220 m3/hr
= 19 Hz vortex shedding

frequency
(Bopp & Reuther 20 D
straight inlet piping),

= 1 ,000 m3/ hr= 87.S Hz vortex shedding
frequency
(Bopp s Reuther 20 D
stra igh tin let pip ing), and

= 1 ,000 m1 J hr= 87.S Hz vortex shedding
frequency
(using Bopp s Reuther 5 D
outlet piping in front of
the meter)

The perforated plate tests have shown that
the plate installed to D upstrecrn f'rtm the vortex meter is not a
flow disturbance itself and

test rig resonance or
flow irregularities caused, for instance, by a gate valve which
is not fully opened,

is not prevented by the perforated plate.

3 P [LOT oopp s RElJl1-IER G 1600 'vCf{1"E)( NETER l..f\ffRA.TCRY TESTS

As the resonance pea ks 0 f the q = 7,000 m3 I hr vor tex me ter a Iways
occurred at 10 % to 15 % of the maximum flow rate at which the frequency
of vortex shedding is 15 to 21 Hz, it was decided that the frequency of
vortex shedding should be moved to exclude, if possible, the test rig's
frequency of 15 to 21 Hz fran the meter's operat ing· range. For this
reason, a ON 150 Bopp & Reuther G 1600 vortex meter of a length of 2.3 D
was tested.
The frequency of vortex shedd ing of the CN 1 SO meter ish igher than
that of the DN 250 meter, if the flow rate is the sane. For this reason.
Ruhrgas has assured that resonance would not occur at the same flow
rate as in the case of the ON 250 meter, but at a much sma I ler flow rate
at which pulsation ampl itudes are much lower.
To ver ify th is as surot ion. pu Isat ions were measured at the pressure
tap of the meter, in the straight inlet piping and at a tee in the
instrument I ine between the meter and the thenmistor. The configuration
is shown in Fig. 5 where Arrangement a shows the meter-plus-tube-bundle
flow straightener package required by PTE and Arrangement c does not
feature any disturbances. Measurements made at a flow rate of

the error attributable to

9 % of the maxirrun flow rate

40 % of the maximum flow rate

40 % of the maximm flow rate
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con firm the very low pu Isa tion arrp Ii tudes a t the test rig frequency and
the elimination of resonance at a vortex shedding frequency of 87.5 Hz
equivalent to the flow rate which caused resonance in the ON 250 meter
case.
The meter was cal ibrated as del ivered (PTB configuration) and also tested
without any upstream flow disturbance using Bopp & Reuthers outlet piping
in front of the meter.

The corresponding error curves a) and c) are shown in Fig. 6.
As had been an tic ipa ted, no resonance was found, The curve for the
tube-bundle flow straightener/vortex meter package according to PTB
specification was in the ON 150 case more than 1 % lower than the curve
for the vortex meter without straightener. The apparent discrepancy
between the ON 150 flow straightener/ vortex meter test data and the ON
250 flow straightener/vortex meter data is explained by the considerable
flow restriction attributable to mating the ASA flanges of the test rig
with the DIN flanges of the manufacturer's meter run (see Fig. 7).

I

To derons tr'ate that the flow restriction is the cause of a systematic
error, configuration c was carpared wi th a configuration in v-A1ich the
rrenofacturer 's straight upstream and dOW'lstream piping was replaced by
Ruhrgas piping not restricting flow (Arrangement d in Fig. 5).
The difference between curves c and d in Fig. 6 is more than 0.5 %, with
curve d approaching curve a. The data confirm that the restriction of
4 rrm at a point located 5 D upstream fran the vortex meter (curve c)
constitutes a considerable f low disturbance. 01 the other hand, the
disturbance caused by the restriction in front of the tube bundle flow
straightener in arrangement a is different fram a disturbance exclusively
attributable to a flow straightener. This difference IT\3ybe the reason
why curve a is sti II below curve d.
The tests of the ON 150 Bopp & Reuther vortex meter have shown that any
recess ups tream or dCMf"lstream frern the vortex meter rrust be avo ided.
Their effects may be el iminated by high-pressure cal ibration but they
make an lntercarparison between vortex meters difficult.
In a further test, ~hrgas investigated the interaction between the
radial position of the tube-bundle flON straightener and the position of
the bluff body. In the case of the CN 250 vortex meter, the angle
enclosed between the bluff body and the vertical plane through the center
Iine of the flow straightener through the five tubes touching each other
in this center Iine was nearly 0 0, whi Ie the same angle was approx. 30 0
in the case of the ON 150 vortex meter.
To study the effect of the angle on the error behavior of the meter, the
tube-bundle straightener in configuration a depicted in Fig. 5 was turned
by 90°. In the new configuration b (60 ° angle between the bluff bodv
and the 5-tube center Iine), the error increased, which is typical of an
asymmetry effect (see Fig. 6).
AI I ON 150 tests have shown that

the radial position of the .tube-bundle flow straightener in the
field mrs t be the sane as during the rmnufacturer's cal ibration
tests,
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an intercarpar ison be tween the Bopp & Reuther CN 250 and O\l 150
vortex meters is impossible because of the simultaneous changes of
several parameters, including the fact that,

in the case of the CN 250 vortex meter run, the vortex meter
flanges are narrower than the flanges of the upstream and the
downstream piping and the piping itself, whi Ie, in the case of
the CN 150 vortex meter run, the vortex meter diameter is wider
than the diameter of the downstream piping and the inlet flange
of the upstream piping as well as the outlet flange of the
downstream piping are narrower than the inlet and outlet pipes
themse Ives, and
the angle enclosed between the bluff body and the s~trical
axial plane of the tube-bundle flow-straightener is not the
same for the two vortex meters.

and
asymnetry effects make an interccrrparison difficult although the
asymnetryeffect is el iminated by high-pressure ca libra t ion ,

4 EFFECTS OF A S I t-GLE 90 0 UPSTREA'v\ B8'O ~EASLR8) BY l.PB:R4.TCRY TESTS

Using a Bopp & Reuther CN 250 vortex meter run, Ruhrgas also tested
the effectiveness of

the tube-bundle flow straightener incorporated in the 20 0 straight
upstream piping as specified by PTB,
the perforated piate instaIled 10 D upstream fran the vortex meter
as proposed by the manufacturer.

As tests investigating the effect of installation conditions are relative
in nature, the vortex meter assarbly was first cal ibrated wi th 61 0
upstream piping (Arrangement a, Fig. 8) before the vortex meter preceded
by the tube-bundle flow straightener assarbly (Arrangement b, Fig. 8) and
the vortex meter preceded by the perforated plate assarbly (Arrange-
ment c, Fig. 8) were mounted directly downstream fram a single 90 0 bend.
The length of the straight piping upstream fran the 90 0 bend was in
excess of 10 D. The meter error was recorded at pressures of 13 and
20 bar. Since the test was carried out to study the effectiveness of flow
straightening devices, Ruhrgas did not explore the reasons for the high
pos ltive error reflected by the base cal ibration curve (curve a in
Fig. 9). It may be due to Iiquid adhesion on the thennistor.
The 90 0 bend immediately upstream fran the tube-bundle flow straightener
assembly increased the positive error by about 1 % (see curve b, Fig. 9).
The perfonmance of the perforated plate was not better than the straight-
ening effect of the tube bundle arrangement (see curve c, Fig. 9). If it
is assured that the base cal ibration curve for the perforated platel
vortex meter package is below the curve for the tube bundle straight-
ener/vortex meter package (as was the case for the tests discussed in
Sec tion 2, and the geane tr ies were the sane in the two cases). the
systematic error due to the flow disturbance was even greater in the case
of the perforated plate configuration.
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Ruhrgas a Iso measured the ve Ioc i ty prof i Ieat the out let 0 f the in let
piping speci fied by PTB ......t1eninstalled downs t r eem frem the single 90 0

bend. Fig. 10 shows the bend/flON straightener configur.ation and the
loc~tion ~f t~e pitot tube measuramenS' The, as~tric velocity profi le~
depicted In Fig. 11 for Re = 2.8 x 10 and In Fig. 12· for Re = 5.5 x 10
were measured along too dicrneters in one plane. The profi Ie does not
satisfy the acceptable velocity profile conditions allowing a maxinun
deviation of ± 5 % fram a swirl-free and fully developed flow profi Ie as
specified by ISO standard 5167.

The 90 0 bend test has shown that

20 0 straight upstream piping incorporating a 2.5 0 tube-bundle
straightener does not warrant reproducible flow at the vortex meter
inlet irrespective of upstrean installation conditions,

the systematic error produced by an upstream 90 0 bend is unaccept-
able, if carpared with a turbine flow meter. and

a per fora ted pi ate ins ta I led 10 0 ups tream frern the vortex meter
does not irrprove on the perfonnance of the package incorporat ing
the tube-bundle flow straightener.

As the high-pressure natura I gas tests of Bopp & Reuther vortex meters
were unsa tis factory. Ruhrgas intends to go ahead wi th a new research
programne together with Gaz de France in order to define optimized
general installation conditions for vortex meters. These tests wi II
explore the potential of other types of flow straighteners as wei I as the
effect of changing the distances between the upstrecrn f low disturbance
and the flOYJ straightener as well as the distance between the flow
straightener and the meter.

5. FIELD TESTS OF RYe I\.£SSTE<J-N IK \<RTB< ~

At metering stations at v.f1ich flow rates are in excess of
q = 5,000 mJ/hr, Ruhrgas checks its custody transfer turbine flow meters
a~ monthly intervals by a series connection of the meter used for sales
gas measurement and the standby turbine flow meter in order to identify
drift of the custody transfer meter at an early date (see Fig. 13). These
monthly checks help to detect meter wear or meter defects. As an
int ercorpa rison be tween two me ters us ing the scrne measure pr inc ipies or
between two meters of the sarre design is not ideal, Ruhrgas installed
vortex meters connected in series with turbine meters at same 20 metering
stations for check measurement. At all but one stations. RMGMe~technik
vortex meters are in operation because good high-pressure perfonmance of
these meters was demonstrated same time ago.

The check vortex meters do not only provide va luable field data for an
evaluation of the vortex shedding technique, but also minimize metering
station inspection requirements, as gas measurement engineers do not have
to visit the stations at regular intervals. but only when a flow computer
or a carparator generates an alarm (transmitted by cable system) because
the di fference between the flow measured by the turbine meter and the
f ICMI measured by the vortex meter exceeds a def ined I imi t, or because a
continuous drift is registered. This check rneasuranent technique pro-
mises substantial cuts in metering station inspection man-hours.
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Vortex meters are not used for custody transfer measurement in the Ruhr-
gas system for two main reasons:

Its till seers unc Iear what min inun stra ight upstream piping is
required.
If flow fluctuates, it is uncertain how often resonance wi/ I occur
during one hour over which the sensor pulses are total Iized. As the
pipework frequencies are unknown, total quantities of gas delivered,
for example, during one hour and, even more so, over the course of
one month may and wil I reflect systematic errors.

Three different types of series connection have been used by Ruhrgas (see
Fig. 14). Fig. 15 shows the layout at the Birl inghoven station which was
the first station to be equipped with the vortex meter in October 1983.

At this station, a'U-type series connection configuration was used. For
this type of connection, design requirements for the metering station are
detennined by the length of the vortex meter run. The turbine meter run
is designed accordingly. The diameter of the vortex meter run is one size
sma Iler because the meter has no moving parts. Fittings are stored at the
station site. to replace the meter in the case of a defect when the meter
must be removed from service. During the short time required for
instal Iing the fitting, the station must be bypassed.

A corrparator is insta IIed to coopare the output signa Is frem the two
meter runs. In addition, the registrations of the two meters have been
carpared at the Ruhrgas headquarters since October 1983. Fig. 16 plots
the monthly outputs of the two volume correctors. No correction was made
for the systermtic error found during the high-pressure cal ibration of
the vortex meter. Nevertheless, the maximum deviation of the flow
measured by the vortex meter from the flow measured by the turbine meter
of + 0.6 % is relatively ~I I, considering that it reflects differences
between two meters at a fie Ids tation Yktich do not even vary abrupt Iy.
The difference is approximately equivalent to the difference between the
two high-pressure cal ibration curves at 30 % of rated flow. In fact,
average flow through the Birl inghoven station was about 30 % of the rated
flow of the two meters during the periods from October 1983 to sunner
1985.
Mal functions and fai lures occurred in August 1985 fol lowing an
unexplained drift of the vortex meter starting in March 1985. The
positions of the tIM) meters were exchanged in Nov€fTber 1985. After the
rrodification to the set-up, gas passed through the vortex meter first.
Same further fai lures troubled operations in 1986 and were fol lowed by a
last defect in June 1987. Since the summer of 1987, the metering station
has been out of service or operated at less than 5 % of rated flow.
To compare the field data and the laboratory data. the vortex meter field
records must be corrected for the error which would have been eliminated
by a high-pressure cal ibration. Further, it is essential to account for
operating conditions before and after the eXChange of the turbine meter
and the vortex meter. Finally, it is important to note that flow through
the Birl inghoven station was always relatively constant between the meter
fa! lures. The flow rate did not fluctuate and it is therefore unl ikely
that any resonance occurred jf pulsation eigenfrequencies in the range of
vortex shedding frequencies reatly exist. No piping vibrations have been
observed at the station.
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As Fig. 16 shows, di fferences between the vortex meter output and the
turbine meter output seem to have hardly changed as a resul t of the
change in the order in V'klich the two meters were installed. The two
rTEters did thus not inter fere wi th each other. I t even seemed as if the
20 0 ups tream piping conf igura tion spec ified in the PTB type-approva I
certificate wou ld be sufficient because two ups t reen U-configuration
bends did not seem to shi ft the difference between the turbine flowmeter
and the vortex rTEter flow data compared with the 90° single bend
installation upstream of the flow straightener/vortex meter package since
Noverrt>er1985.
If the few data are ana Iyzed, though, it becores apparent that the meter
run configuration at the Sirl inghoven metering station did affect the
vortex meter behaviour. Prior to the change in the order of the t'MJ
meters. the systemat ic error of the vortex meter (by reference to the
turbine meter) was between + 0.2 and + 0.4 % for an average fIow of
approx. 30 % of the rated meter flow rate. For this flow rate, the actual
flow data of the vortex meter must be corrected by approx. - 0.7 % and
the actual flow data of the turbine meter by - 0.25 % (see cal ibration
curve, Fig. 17). If this correction is made, the systematic error of the
vortex meter (again by reference to the turbine f lowre t er l is between
- 0.26 and - 0.05 %. Fol lowing the exchange of the two meters, flow was
never above 23 % of the design flow rate. The systenatic error of the
vortex meter (by reference to the turbine meter) was in an interva I
around + 0.5 to + 0.55 %. If the actual flow data are again corrected in
accordance with the cal ibration curve data for the low flow, the
remaining systematic error of the vortex meter is between + 0.3 and
approx. + 0.8 %. The vortex meter data are higher than those for the
turbine meter; prior to the change, the relation was the opposite.
The field tests of the RMC MeBtechnik vortex meters have shown that an
ups tream sing Ie bend subs tant ia IIY increases the fIow measured by a
vortex meter as compared to the flow measured by a vortex meter instal led
downstream of a ~pipe two-bend configuration, if a turbine flowmeter is
taken as a reference.
It has also been shown that a Z-configuration upstream of a vortex meter
is the cause of a substantial negative error often in excess of - 1 %
(by reference to a turbine flowmeter).
These conc Ius ions frem the Ruhrgas fie Id tests are very pre Iiminary,
though, because unknown pressure, temperature and volume corrector
uncertainties, unknown flow fluctuations during the periods for which the
comparisons were made and other parameters may be misleading with regard
to the conclusions drawn for the interaction between installation
conditions and vortex meter behaviour.
The tests seem to confirm, though, that the rrurumm 20 0 straight
upstream piping length specified in the type approval certificate is also
insufficient for the RMG vortex meter.

The trial operation of the vortex meters has also indicated another
potential source of error. Even if. the station is out of service, the
vortex meter occasionally generates flow pulses as if gas passed through
the station. At stations which do not operate continuously or where flow
is frequently less than 5 % of the design meter flow rate, these spurious
pulses rray be the cause of rrajor differences beDNeen the monthly volumes
measured by the two different meters. The intercarpar ison data
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uncertainty is increased by the automatic blockage of the meter dials at
low flow rates which take place at different times. This uncertainty is
caused in the stations by the considerable uncertainties associated with
cal ibration curves for flows of less than 5 % of rated flow. The Ruhrgas
field tests did not reveal whether the large volt..rnedi fferences at low
flow rates are attributable to the vortex meter or to the turbine meter.
The Ruhrgas field trials have finally pinpointed the fol lowing weaknesses
of the vortex meter system:

The absence of a mechanical dial rrakes it difficult to de termine
flow in the event of a power fai lure.
The pressure drop across the vortex meter package var ies
substantially as a function of flow.
The 1 : 20 rangeab iiity of the vortex meter is sma II by coroer ison
with the 1 : 50 rangeabi Iity of the turbine flowmeter.
Turbine flowneters even measure reasonably accurately when flow
drops to the minimum flow rate for the meter while the vortex meter
behaviour is very erratic at low flow rates.

Both the laboratory test results and the evaluation of the field tests
have not been sufficiently encouraging to justify the exclusive use of
vortex meters at Ruhrgas custody transfer metering stations.



Installation Arrangement for Vortex Meter Testing
(Bopp & Reuther WZ 250)
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Ins t allation Arrangement for Vortex Meter Tes ting
. (Bopp & Reuther' WZ 250)
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Installation AI rangement for Vortex Mt., er Testing
(Bopp & Reuther WZ 150)
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00

c) straight input piping including
the B & R output spoolpiece
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of a length of 2.5 0
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d) straight input piping without
any B & R spool piece

B & R output piping
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Meter to be tested Reference orifice plates
(corner t appingJ

manuf acturer : Bopp & Reuther
type : WZ 150
pressure : 13 bar
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Nr.: dlmmJ a) 0-0 including the 20 0 input
14. 1 87.41 spool piece of B & R
20.2 132.02 b) tr---lJ. same arrangement, but the straightener
20.3 132.02 turned by a 90° angle

c) D-Q the input piping including
the B & R outlet spool piece

d) ....... without any disturbance and
without any B & R piping
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Dimensions of Bopp & Reuther piping WZ 150 ,

3000
220 375

flow -.o~~~III!=-...:I .-
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input piping of a length of 20 D'
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WZ 150 output piping of a length of 5 D



Installation Arrangement for Vortex M~ter Testing
(Bopp & Reuther WZ 250)

a) baric calibr ation with 20 0 input piping according to PTS requirements

1-e- 6_,_0 _tO '6.4 0

~ 6 0~--------------~~-------t20 01.1 0

ON 250
B & R output piping

B & R input piping
tube bundle straightener 12.5 01

piping from RG

b) installation downstream of a single bend in PTS configuration
o

ON 250 20 0 ~ 6 0
'---------.l

-57 0
ON 250.

piping from RG

c) installation downstream of a single bend in a distance of 10 0 with perforated plate

B & R output piping

B & R input piping

o
40 6 0 ~ 20 0 - 53 0~--~~--+----.----~-----------~

N

=-ON 250 ON 250
piping from RG

B & R output piping

pipmg from RG
e



__ 20bar 13bar

Meter to be tested Reference orifice plates
(corner tapping)

manufacturer : Bopp & Reuther
type : WZ 250
pressures : 13bar & 20bar

Nr. : 20.1 - 20.5
dlmml : 132.02
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flow rate qy
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al D-O 61 0 input length with 20 0 input
piping according to PTB
requirements

b) 0-0 20 0 input length downstream a single
bend in PTB configuration

c) tr--tJ. 10 0 input lenght downstream a single
bend with perforated plate



Installation Position of Pitot Tube
Measurement of Flow Profile at the Outlet of the
Input Piping ( Length 20 0 l, when installed
immediatly downstream a single bend
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Axial Velocity Profile Downstream the Input Piping According to PTB,
when installed downstream a single bend

q, = 28500m3/h
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Axial Velocity Profile Downstream the Input Piping According to PTS,
when installed downstream a single bend

1.2..-------------------------------,-1.2 qn= 55000 m3/h
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Measuring Station with a Check Meter

fitter heater

®

5 0 corrector

check and standby meter (TRZ)

operating meter (TRZ)

5 0 3 0

corrector



Measuring Stations with Turbine Meter ®
and Vortex Meter in Series

Three Types of Arrangement:

TRZ WBZ
Turbine Meter Vortex Metero TRZ

WBZ

WBZ

TRZ

U7Ul......



Measuring Station Birlinghoven with Turbine Meter
and Vortex Meter in Series

3 01 4,5 0 1

output piping

ON 300

input piping TRZ
turbine
meter

5 02 20 0 2

ON 200..
output . WBZ input piping GR
piping vortex

meter



Intercomparison between a Turbine Meter ( 100 % )

and a Vortex Meter

. Measuring St ation : Birlinghoven

av,
0.8

1986
0.6

0.4
1985 --I

I 1987

" I
0.2 " I"

__ ,'" B.8s bis 12.85 a.B.
-, ',/

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 12
month

1.84 to 11.85 Flow through : 1.TRZ 2.WBZ
12.85 to 12.86 Flow through : 1.WBZ 2.TRZ

TRZ : Instroment, G 2500, ON 300, ANSI 600
WBZ : RMG, G 2500, ON 200, ANSI 600

Pressure : 45 bar to 65 bar
mean flow rate 20 % to 40 % 83/84
mean flow rate <20 % 86/87



Test Facility : Westerbork, Netherlands
tested at a pressure of 55 bar

High Pressure Calibration of
G 2500 Turbine Flow Meter ON 300
G 2500 Vortex Meter ON 200
for Installation in Birlinghoven

2
Error 0/0

1

t ....~..-.---.-.-...' -'-----".-.-,.,---..

o~--~~/~~~~--~--~--'-~'---'-~'---'-~'--'--~
../ 0.2 0.3 0.4 O.S 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

--4Jo. flow rate
1.0~ 4000 m3/h1
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